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PHASE 1:  PRIOR TO JOB

Blueprint shows rebar schedule or proper 
rebar design has been established.

Rough opening sizes are available for all 
window and door openings.

Wall heights have been pre-planned to 
determine the number of courses needed.

Height of top and/or bottom of openings 
are clear.

Depth of backfill is clear if needed.

Thickness of concrete is established.

PHASE 2:  PRODUCT DELIVERY

Provide clear access for delivery truck.

Staging area is established for block.

Bracing and rebar should arrive at or close 
to the same time as ICF block.

Job is squared prior to material being 
moved in. (Hard to do after)
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PHASE 3:  START OF JOB 
ITEMS NEEDED TO BUILD JOB:

Rebar and design

Blueprint

Buck material and opening sizes

ICF blocks

Alignment system, screws and
scaffold planks

Anchor bolts or Simpson Hangers

Strapping

Fox Block HV Clips

TOOLS INCLUDING:

Saws (pruning and handsaw)

Spray foam adhesive

Rebar bender/cutter

Chalk and string lines

Table saw to rip cut block
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PHASE 4:  ROW 1

Footing/Slab is clean, level, and squared.

Chalk lines are complete. (Outside of form is 
outside of building dimension.)

Mark out all window and door openings on 
working surface. Have someone start to 
build bucks.

Place the ICF corner block - line up to chalk 
line (can go either way with long leg of 
corner).

Starting at corner block, place straight ICF 
blocks and attach tightly together, end to 
end, with Fox Block HV Clips.

Work from each corner block toward the 
center of the wall, creating a joint at an 
opening works well.

Decide if you are going to use a butt or 
lapped joint. (Butt joints do not need to be 
cut on a line. Lapped joints must be cut 
straight and on a line.)

Once 1st row is complete, install rebar as 
per plans, code, or engineering. (See sheet 
2 on reinforcement)
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PHASE 5:  REINFORCEMENT

As rebar is placed, remember that 
concrete needs access to fill wall.

Horizontal rebar should alternate to allow 
vertical rebar to be held in place. 

All lap splices should overlap 60 bar 
diameters. (Unless Engineering shows 
different) 

Contact lap splices must be tied. Non-
contact lap splices do not need to be tied.

Lintel rebar should have 2" concrete cover 
at bottom. C - Stirrups as per reinforcing 
charts or Engineering

Below Grade Walls - Tension Side Above Grade Walls - Center of Wall
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PHASE 6:  ROW 2

Start row 2 at same corner you started row 
1, using the opposite corner you started 
with on row 1.

Place straight forms from the corner form. 
Webs should line up automatically.

Use Fox Block HV Clips to connect rows 1 
and 2 together at 24" o/c and 1st and 3rd tie 
from every corner. 

Once 2nd row is complete, install rebar as 
per plan, code, or engineering. 

Check top of 2nd course to confirm level 
footings. Shim and/or trim as needed to
be +/- ¼"

If satisfied, adjust wall to the chalk lines and 
spray foam to footings at 16" o/c and both 
sides of wall. (Insert tip of spray foam under 
form so spray foam fills about 2" of space)

Remember that courses 1,3,5,7 and 
courses 2,4,6,8 are all the same pattern 
for stacking. Once you have the first two 
courses stacked, this becomes your 
blueprint for all other courses.
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PHASE 7:  ROW 3

Start at same corner as row one and lay 
forms out along wall.

All joints should line up with joints on 
row one.

Use Fox Block HV Clips on 1st and 3rd tie 
from each corner and in both directions 
from corner.

If a block is to be cut, it’s size should 
be the same as row one.

Install rebar as per plan, code, 
or engineering.

PHASE 8:  ROW 4

Start at same corner as row one and lay 
forms out along wall.

All joints should line up with joints on 
row two.

Use Fox Block HV Clips on 1st and 3rd tie 
from each corner and in both directions 
from corner.

If a block is to be cut, it’s size should be 
the same as row two.

Install rebar as per plan, code, 
or engineering.
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PHASE 9:  BRACING

When laying out bracing, keep in mind how 
it will safely support scaffold planks.

At each corner you should have at least 
one scaffold, place it on the 4th tie from 
the corner. (24")

Space bracing so planks will fit. (9 or 10 
webs apart work good for 14' planks)

Attach strong backs using one #10 sheet 
metal screw, near the top of the slots, into 
the tie of each ICF form. Keep screws loose 
enough to slide in the slot. Do not use 
tapping screws. Strong back should line up 
with cut lines on form units to ensure they 
will line up with top row ties.

Attach one turnbuckle and scaffold bracket 
to one strong back and measure to make 
sure height will be good for concrete 
placement. If not, try another set of holes 
in the strong back.

Install all turnbuckles at same height.

Attach turnbuckles to ground slab or floor. 
(Not less than 45 degrees. Extend 
if needed)

Install all scaffold brackets at same height 
to allow planks to line up.
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Place planking and secure in place.

Install guard rails if needed.

Plumb all corners and install a string line at 
top of wall along the out side edge. Slide a 
¾" spacer block between the string and the 
form at each corner, and slide a ¾" spacer 
block along wall and adjust the plumb of the 
wall with the alignment turnbuckles as you 
move along the wall from corner to corner. 

Just before concrete placement, it is a good 
practice to adjust the top of the wall IN 
about a ¼". Leave the corners plumb.

During the concrete placement, monitor 
the string line. If the wall moves toward the 
string, have someone adjust it back.

After the concrete placement, realign 
the walls using the string, blocks, and 
turnbuckles.

Follow alignment, bracing and scaffolding 
systems manufacturer’s engineering and
installation instructions.
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PHASE 10:  OPENINGS
FOX BUCK

Build wall as normal with opening 4" 
larger than rough opening called for.

Ensure all opening rebar is properly placed 
and secured.

Double check opening measurements.

Cut side to length and notch each end ¾".

Place Fox Buck sides into place and hold 
with tape.

Cut and place top and bottom 
Fox Bucks.

Penetrate all slots with a nail or screw to 
ensure entrapped air can escape during 
concrete placement.  

Cut and remove all circles in sill to ensure 
proper concrete consolidation during 
concrete placement.

Brace inside opening to hold square during 
concrete placement. 

Optional: Spray foam can be used to enhance the air 
seal around the buck to the block
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CONVENTIONAL WOOD BUCKS

Establish the bottom of buck and mark 
on forms.

If the outside edge of buck lines up on a tie 
you should alter web pattern or simply slide 
the buck over.

Cut the forms to accept the bucks. 

If needed, install vertical rebar into 
spaces under the buck locations.

Bucks should be built with access points in 
bottom to allow for concrete placement.

Place the bucks into position on wall. 
Buck does not need to line up with cut 
lines on forms.

Build ICF forms around buck.
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PHASE 11:  TOP ROW

Establish where lintel rebar will need to be 
prior to laying forms in place.

If needed, place lintel rebar on top of 
window and door bucks. Remember to keep 
the rebar up off the buck to allow the proper 
amount of concrete to flow around rebar as 
required by code.

Start at same corner as row one and lay 
forms out along wall.

Use Fox Block HV Clips to hold the forms 
together horizontally.

Use Fox Block HV Clips at 1st and 3rd tie 
from each corner and in both directions 
from corner.

Use Fox Block HV Clips on entire row at 
2' o/c. (Second tie back from all joint lines)

Install service penetrations if needed.

Insert beam pockets if needed. Hint: 2 layers 
of ICF foam cut from scrap on site will  give 
you a 5¼" pocket. Then just cut it out after the 
concrete cures.

Install vertical rebar as per plan, code, or 
Engineering.
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PHASE 12:  PRIOR TO CONCRETE

Attach a string line to monitor wall during 
concrete placement. (A good spot for the 
string line is opposite the bracing, about 
2" down from the top of the wall. See notes 
in bracing section)

Rebar and lintel steel is complete as 
per plan.

Openings have been braced and framed.

Stacked joints (any joints 8" or less apart) 
have been strapped.

Short wall sections (4' or less) have been 
strapped.

Beam pockets are in place.

Sill plate attachment is ready for installation 
after concrete placement.

Space is ready for concrete pump to set up.

Follow Fox Blocks Pre-Placement Checklist
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PHASE 13:  MULTIPLE LEVELS

Top of foam has been covered to protect 
from concrete.

Service penetrations have been installed. 
(Vents, central vac exhaust etc.)

Rebar dowels are ready to be installed.

When placing concrete, remember to leave 
a portion of the tie exposed. This will allow 
you to tie the next row down when you 
continue building.

Embeds installed and secured.

PHASE 14:  CONCRETE

Establish concrete crew and who will be 
responsible for what.
  a. One person to place concrete
  b. Two people to consolidate concrete
  c. One or two people leveling walls
  d. Extra manpower on pour day is not 
      a bad thing!

You have to tell the pump operator how 
many lifts you will be doing and what slump 
concrete you want. 2' to 4' lifts with a 5" to 
6" slump is normal. 
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Start placing concrete at least 2' from a 
corner. (Never into a corner as it could move 
the wall). Always flow the concrete through 
the corner. 

If the concrete gets through the top rebar 
with just a bit of restriction the slump is 
good. If the concrete flows freely past the 
top rebar the slump could be too high.

Create a lift of concrete on either side of 
corner before actually filling the corner. 
These lifts on either side act as an anchor 
holding the corner in place.

At a window, fill from one side and let the 
concrete flow under the window buck, then 
stop the pump, move to the opposite side 
of the buck, and continue. Some windows 
will require extra concrete be placed into the 
opening at bottom of buck.

Consolidate concrete during each lift 
following the person who is placing 
concrete.

Leave at least 18" to 24" at top of wall for 
final lift. This will allow concrete pump to 
keep up.

Monitor walls during and after concrete 
placement and then adjust turnbuckles to 
level walls.
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If required, install anchor bolts.

Ensure all window and door bucks have 
been consolidated properly by hitting their 
face all around with a hammer.

Clean concrete off footings, slabs, scaffold, 
walls, tools etc.

Before leaving, take one last look to ensure 
your walls are straight and plumb.

PHASE 15:  POST CONCRETE

Bracing should be left in place for 72 hours 
after concrete placement. If you must 
remove bracing, from 24 to 72 hours after 
concrete placement, it is recommended that 
you place temporary bracing against walls 
prior to removing ICF bracing.

Damp proofing may be required according 
to building code. (Peel & Stick and/or dimple 
membranes have been the most common 
damp proofing methods for ICFs.)

Prior to backfill, you may need to have floor 
diaphragm in place according to building 
code.

Follow Fox Blocks Post Concrete checklist.
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PHASE 16:  EXTREME WEATHER CONCRETING

When building with ICFs in extreme weather, there 
are just a few additional precautions that need to 
be taken.

Keep walls covered to keep snow out of wall 
cavity. Concrete does not melt snow. 

If you get snow into the wall cavity you must 
remove it prior to concrete placement. This 
can be done by cutting temporary holes into 
the bottom of forms or drizzling hot water 
into the forms. Hot water comes on the 
mixer trucks in winter.

Use 18" wide insulated tarps or equivalent 
along top of wall. 

In very cold weather (-0˚ F / -20˚ C), only lift 
off 8' of insulation at a time while placing 
concrete. This will allow the warmth of 
the concrete to preheat the wall and rebar 
during the pour.

When complete, cover the wall to protect 
concrete from cooling. The hydration 
process will keep the wall at a good 
temperature without the need for any 
extra hoarding or heating.
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Remember to cover exposed concrete 
at bucks. 

In very hot weather, keep exposed 
concrete covered and apply moisture.

DIMENSIONS OF FOX BLOCKS STANDARDS 
48" LONG 
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VERTICAL COURSING TABLES: Table 1

NUMBER OF COURSE TOTAL HEIGHT 
(INCHES)

TOTAL HEIGHT
(FT-IN)

1 16 1-4

2 32 2-8

3 48 4-0

4 64 5-4

5 80 6-8

6 96 8-0

7 112 9-4

8 128 10-8

9 144 12-0

10 160 13-4

11 176 14-8

12 192 16-0

13 208 17-4

14 224 18-8

15 240 20-0

16 256 21-4

17 272 22-8

18 288 24-0

19 304 25-4

20 320 26-8

21 336 28-0

22 352 29-4

23 368 30-8

24 384 32-0

25 400 33-4

26 416 35-0

27 432 36-4

28 448 37-8

29 464 39-0

30 480 40-4
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BLOCK TYPE TOTAL 
WIDTH

TOTAL 
HEIGHT

CONCRETE 
VOLUME YD

CONCRETE 
VOLUME 

M

4"

Straight Block 9.25 16 0.066 0.05

Straight Half Block 9.25 8 0.033 0.025

90˚ Corner Block (38 x 22) 9.25 16 0.07 0.0535

90˚ Corner Half Block 9.25 8 0.0348 0.027

Fox Buck 9.25 2 N/A N/A

45˚ Corner Block (34 x 18) 9.25 16 0.066 0.05

Transition T Block (4" to 6") 9.25 16 0.066 0.05

6"

Straight Block 11.25 16 0.099 0.0757

Straight Half Block 11.25 8 0.0494 0.0378

90˚ Corner Block (40 x 24) 11.25 16 0.105 0.08

90˚ Corner Half Block 11.25 8 0.0543 0.0415

45˚ Corner Block (26 x 18) 11.25 16 0.082 0.063

T-Block Short 11.25 16 0.105 0.08

T-Block Long 11.25 16 0.121 0.0925

Corbel Ledge 11.25 16 0.129 0.099

Taper Top 11.25 16 0.111 0.085

Radius 11.25 16 0.033 0.025

Fox Buck 11.25 2 N/A N/A

Transition T Block (6" to 4") 11.25 16 0.082 0.063

8"

Straight Block 13.25 16 0.132 0.101

Straight Half Block 13.25 8 0.065 0.05

90˚ Corner Block (42 x 26) 13.25 16 0.153 0.117

90˚ Corner Half Block 13.25 8 0.076 0.058

45˚ Corner Block (28 x 20) 13.25 16 0.117 0.089
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8"

T-Block Short 13.25 16 0.141 0.108

T-Block Long 13.25 16 0.152 0.116

Corbel Ledge 13.25 16 0.162 0.124

Taper Top 13.25 16 0.144 0.11

Curb Block - Straight 13.25 16 0.132 0.101

Curb Block - 90˚ Corner 13.25 16 0.145 0.111

Fox Buck 13.25 2 N/A N/A

Transition T Block (8" to 4") 13.25 16 0.106 0.081

Transition T Block (8" to 6") 13.25 16 0.116 0.089

10"

Straight Block 15.25 16 0.165 0.126

Straight Half Block 15.25 8 0.0823 0.063

90˚ Corner Block (42 x 26) 15.25 16 0.181 0.138

90˚ Corner Half Block 15.25 8 0.092 0.07

Fox Buck 15.25 2 N/A N/A

Curb Block - Straight 15.25 16 0.165 0.126

Curb Block - 90 Corner 15.25 16 0.181 0.138

12"

Straight Block 17.25 16 0.198 0.151

Straight Half Block 17.25 8 0.099 0.076

90˚ Corner Block (46 x 30) 17.25 16 0.212 0.162

90˚ Corner Half Block 17.25 8 0.106 0.081

Fox Buck 17.25 2 N/A N/A

HV Clips 8 4 N/A N/A

tieKey 1.25 2.75 N/A N/A

xLerator 48 10.31 N/A N/A

4" High Block Extender 2.625 4 0.049 0.0378

R8 Energy Stick 2 32 N/A N/AA
C

C
E
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PROJECT MATERIAL ESTIMATING
DOWNLOAD FOX BLOCKS ESTIMATOR PRO APP TO YOUR 
MOBILE DEVICE – WWW.FOXBLOCKS.COM

BASIC MANUAL ESTIMATING:

 1.  Calculate Total Linear 
   Feet – A = 140'
 2. Calculate Total Linear Feet 
   for Corners = B 
 3. A minus B = C (Total Linear 
   Feet of Standard Blocks)
 4. C divided by 4' (length of standard block) =
   D number of standard blocks per one course
 5. D times number of courses high =
   Total Standard Blocks 
 6. Number of corners for one course x number 
   of courses = Total Corner Blocks
 7.  Concrete – Total linear feet x Height of wall
   x core size (in feet) =
   Total cu.ft. / 27 = Total cu.yds.   
 8. Subtract cu.yds for openings, (each
   openings sq.ft x core size / 27).

Tips: Use Vertical Coursing Charts 
and Concrete Volume Charts.

One Fox Blocks standard block
is 5.33 sq. ft of wall area. 

FOX 90˚ CORNER BLOCK 
SIZE CHART

BLOCK 
CORE 
SIZE

LENGTH IN FEET

INSIDE OUTSIDE

4" 3.5 5.0

6" 3.5 5.3

8" 3.6 5.6

10" 3.6 5.6

12" 3.7 6.3
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PROJECT ESTIMATE: 
MAN HOUR RATES
Estimate the Man Hour Rate expected for this 
project and track the time to review for future 
projects. Utilize Fox Blocks Man Hour Rate 
technical bulletin 1.14.01 for reference. The 
analysis should cover all of the following functions: 

MHR (Man Hour Rate) x GSF (Gross Square 
Foot of Wall ) = Total man hours to build job 
(TMH). TMH/# of crew = Total days to build job.

Example: Job has 180 lineal feet (LF) of wall that is 12' tall. 
180 * 12 = 2160 square feet (SF)
Job has 6 corners with 6 openings and basic 16" o/c rebar 
design. Crew has a bit of experience and ICF scaffold is 
used. We recommend aiming for a .075 MHR but use .085 
MHR as a budget number. With experience you will become 
more efficient, landing more work with more profit.
2160 * .085 = 183.6 Total Man Hours (TMH) for job
183.6 TMH / 6 man crew = 30.6 Total Crew Hours (TCH)

THIS PROJECT MHR RECORD:

ESTIMATED MHR: _______________  ACTUAL MHR:  _______________

CREW SIZE: ______________________  CREW SIZE: __________________

WEATHER: ___________________________________________________________

TOTAL SQ. FT WALL AREA: ________________________________________

PROJECT COMMENTS ON TIME: __________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________
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PROJECT BASEMENT

TOTAL LINEAR FOOT _______________________________________________

BASEMENT FININSHED CEILING HEIGHT _______________________

FORM SIZE(S) _________________________________________________________

NUMBER OF COURSES HIGH ______________________________________

NUMBER OF STANDARD FORMS __________________________________

NUMBER OF 90˚ CORNER FORMS ________________________________

NUMBER OF 45˚ CORNER FORMS ________________________________

FROST WALL, NUMBER OF COURSES ____________________________

STEP FOOTING HEIGHTS ___________________________________________

VERTICAL REBAR ___________________@__________________    

HORIZONTAL REBAR _______________@__________________

CONCRETE VOLUME _______________________________________________
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PROJECT MAIN FLOOR

TOTAL LINEAR FOOT _______________________________________________

FINISHED CEILING HEIGHT ________________________________________

FORM SIZE(S) _________________________________________________________

NUMBER OF COURSES HIGH ______________________________________

NUMBER OF STANDARD FORMS __________________________________

NUMBER OF 90˚ CORNER FORMS ________________________________

NUMBER OF 45˚ CORNER FORMS ________________________________

NUMBER OF WINDOWS ____________________________________________

NUMBER OF DOORS ________________________________________________

VERTICAL REBAR ___________________@__________________    

HORIZONTAL REBAR _______________@__________________

CONCRETE VOLUME _______________________________________________



All material in this field guide may be expanded 
by referencing the Fox Blocks Installation 
Manual or the Fox Blocks website: 

WWW.FOXBLOCKS.COM
WWW.TRUEGRIDPAVER.COM

FOX BLOCKS DISTRIBUTOR


